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1. Introduction 
The nature of humanitarian aid is that many solutions, programmes and interventions are             
developed in the West and then implemented in countries experiencing humanitarian crises.            
Despite this dynamic being inherent to humanitarianism, critics have long called for greater             
recognition of this as a form of colonialism, and thereby a structural flaw to be addressed. One                 
of the key ambitions for innovating in the humanitarian sector is to ensure that projects are                
co-created with the local, affected communities for which the project is intended.  

As a structure for this advisory report, the six-step intervention cycle is used. First, the               
aspects of the problem will be identified in the problem identification. Secondly, an in-depth              
analysis will be performed. In the problem definition phase, the problem will be further defined               
and specified. In the solution design, a set of possible solutions are proposed and compared, the                
best solutions will be further developed in the solution implementation and an implementation             
plan will be formulated. Lastly, the implementation of the solutions will be evaluated.  
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2. Problem Identification 

2.1. Introduction  
In this chapter the problem as first portairted in the introduction of this rapport is further                
elaborated. In this step of the intervention cycle the problem is first identified. This is done by                 
asking questions like for whom does this problem exist? What dilemmas surround the problem?              
What challenges and opportunities arise? The grand challenge of responsible innovation in the             
humanitarian sector, to ensure that projects are co-created with the local1, affected communities             
for which the project is intended and to address structural flaws, is dissected into three sub                
problems. First questions are raised around goal discrepancy issues, then the issue of imbalance              
in power dynamics is addressed and lastly the issue of structural inefficiency is raised.  

2.2. Goal discrepancies  
The problem starts with the aim to shift humanitarian aid from the “gifts in kind”, focused on                 
short-term impact, to a more sustainable goal (Senior, 2020). The calls to strengthen local              
communities through funding, expertise or manpower are met with the concern that humanitarian             
action should focus on more acute or urgent crises rather than long-term sustainability issues              
(Barbelet, 2018). In addition, startup companies usually run the sustainable humanitarian side on             
the forefront, providing funding to promote financial- and self-sustainability (Koper, 2020). This            
leads to the emphasis being on the economical wins for the companies and humanitarian aid               
objectives being second to that. 

2.3. Imbalance in power dynamics 
A problem in achieving a more equal state of humanitarian aid between local and western               
organisations are the vast differences in funds and power. Most of the money that is available                
locally comes from western organisations, giving them leverage over how the money is divided              
and spent. When western actors provide direct funding to local actors, they frequently do not               
treat them as true partners, but as subcontractors who are carrying out plans designed by western                
actors with little ownership themselves (Gingerich & Cohen, 2015). The issue has become so              
prevalent that currently the further you are from the field the bigger your influence (Max               
Vieille). 

Additionally, concerns are raised whether local humanitarian actors can act according to            
humanitarian principles of humanity, neutrality (religious or political) and independence, given           
their close ties to the local communities (Barbelet, 2018). Nevertheless, this mindset creates a              
gap of growth and opportunity between both sides (Gingerich & Cohen, 2015). By limiting the               

1  Non-Western regional 
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local communities in their growth and evolving into a community that can stand on its own, help                 
will always be needed by western organisations. In recent years, power and funds have become               
more equally divided between western and local organisations, introducing a need to change the              
mindset and purpose for western organisations (Gingerich & Cohen, 2015). 

2.4. Structural issues 
As mentioned in Section 2.3, the very definition of a humanitarian crisis is based on local                
capacities being overwhelmed or unable to cope with the current situation (Harvey, 2009). Thus,              
external (Western) oversight or expertise is needed, but this usual top-down approach leads to              
some structural problems. First and foremost there is the issue of contextualisation. Humanitarian             
aid is usually applied in delicate or devastated areas meaning that any help or solutions should be                 
tailored to the needs of the local populus. For example Martine Bergwerff explained that in the                
sector of humanitarian aid it was common practice to donate a lot of rice to underfed areas, this                  
while these people never cooked it before, because they use different grains there, and did not                
know what to do with it.  

The lack of context-study and customizability has led to short-sightedness; projects that            
were meant to promote self-sustainability turned into “gift in kind” (Senior, 2020). Many             
investors, donors and implementers execute a project with certain goals and a certain budget for               
the upcoming one, two or five years. Afterwards, the local communities and governments are              
often left by themselves, and we can only guess if the schools are still being used, if the water                   
wells are not broken, and if the implemented taxation regulations are understood by the new               
government (Hinds, 2015). There is also the issue of overloading the local capabilities through              
humanitarian gift-in-kind aid. Currently aid doesn’t look at the impact on the private sector.              
After the earthquake in haïti in 2010, NGOs flooded the island. The inundation of new healthcare                
provided crucial aid but simultaneously devastated the local private healthcare industry. Meaning            
that because of the way aid was delivered, the humanitarian aid created dependency. Thus it               
follows that a plan involves local government to be functional (Max Vieille).  

To make matters even more complex, there is a public pressure for charities to perform               
and not waste any of the given funding and to ensure that funds are not used for nefarious ends,                   
like funding terrorist organisations. This public pressure can also be seen and felt in the so-called                
do-no-harm principle which is at the center of many humanitarian aid operations. Dr. John              
Choptiany elaborated saying: “You are dealing with people on the edge... We are dealing with               
people who have contact with life threatening contacts or on the edge of starvation. I don't know                 
if it's necessarily the best place to be innovative. The risks are incredibly high. You need to get it                   
right, you cant like you know test on people you need to know that it will work properly.” (John                   
Choptiany) 

This is an across the industry felt problem as Martine Bergwerff from Save the children               
confirmed in our interview: “The biggest risk in this sector is that our product, weird as it                 
sounds, are humans, children in our case. So when a local organisation makes a mistake and                
something happens to a kid the whole world has an opinion. It is not like when you are creating a                    
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product and it doesn’t work, you can go back, with human life that risk is very high. The                  
negative incidents are always heavily featured in the press, like with Oxfam and the sex scandals                
a few years ago. This is with good reason, because the do no harm principle is one of the most                    
important things for us. So I agree that there are a lot of examples of good work from local                   
organisations, the sad thing is that the bad apples are shown very extensively. And if something                
happens at one organisation it has an effect on the trust of the complete sector, not just on that                   
organisation” 

This high pressure also means that there is the incentive to bury failures or to cherry pick                 
performance because they can't afford to lose face. The lack of transparency of NGOs makes               
oversight difficult and breaks the intervention cycle by the lack of proper and honest evaluation               
of its projects (Senior, 2020).  

2.5. Conclusion 
The contradictory objectives and views on humanitarian aid creates a structural power struggle             
between western investors and local communities. It is the struggle between heavily context             
dependent investments, financial sustainability and ethical responsibility through a         
systematically flawed network.   
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3. Problem Analysis 

3.1. Problem Analysis 

3.2. Introduction 
The problem of inequality between the global North and South in the humanitarian aid sector               
runs deep and wide. The scope in problem translates itself in a plethora of stakeholders with an                 
inundation of different viewpoints. Because of the inherent interpersonal nature of the            
humanitarian aid structure, analysing the dynamics and relations between these stakeholders will            
be the main method of analysis. To support the actor analysis interviews were conducted with               
several actors in the field, Martine Bergwerff & Stan Klinkenberg from Save the Children, Dr.               
John Choptiany from Farmbetter.io, Max Vieille from Response Innovation Lab, Guus           
Paardekooper from SkillEd and Peter Scheer from SEMiLLA sanitation.  

3.3. Actor Analysis 
3.3.1. Categorisation 

The field of humanitarian aid can be divided into five categories of stakeholders: investors,              
donors, implementers, receivers of aid and mediators.  

- Investors are institutions that invest money or knowledge, these institutions want a return             
off of their investment.  

- As the name states donors donate, they do not need their investment returned. Some              
donors, however, want to have influence over what happens with their donation.            
According to Martine Bergwerff donors have the funds and therefore the power. 

- Implementers are organisations that use investments from investors and donors to           
implement change or deliver aid.  

- Receivers of aid are for example local communities or organisations that receive aid.  
- The actors that link between the above mentioned categories are called mediators.  

3.3.2. Classifications 

Each actor is tested on a few classifications. The first distinction is their dedication to the                
problem; is it for example their only business or do they have multiple interests that are not                 
necessarily related to the problem? The second classification is how critical the actor is to the                
solution. The third distinction is the objective of the actor, these objectives are also divided in                
three categories.  
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- Profitability: The objective of the actor is gaining a financial profit.  
- Financial self sustainability: While this might seem to overlap with profitability, the            

focus of the actor is different in the sense that providing for the livelihood is central.  
- Impact/aid: The main objective of these actors is the direct benefit of providing aid or               

relief.  
 
The last classification is the resources the actors have available to them (Enserink et al., 2010).  
 

- Information 
- Information is the availability of data, in our case knowledge about the local             

situation or system.  
- Knowledge 

- Knowledge refers to the awareness or understanding on the subject acquired from            
education or experience. 

- Manpower 
- Money 
- Authority/formal power 
- Position in the network 

- Support from or access to other actors. 
- Legitimacy 

- The added value of brand recognition by a certain actor. 
- Organisation  

- Ability to mobilise and use resources effectively and efficiently 
- Publicity 

3.3.3. Actor description and discussion  

In this section the actors, their categorisation and their main problems are discussed. Firstly the               
actors are displayed on a power-interest diagram (Figure 1) and then they are further divided into                
the classifications discussed in section 2.2. An overview of the actors and their respective              
classifications is found in Appendix A.  
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Figure 1: Power-interest diagram 

 

Actor: WorldStartup 

WorldStartup is an international platform for entrepreneurs with their offices located in The             
Hague and operating on a global scale. It supports startups with growing and building future               
proof business through investment of knowledge. WorldStartup invests in impact-driven startups.           
Even though WorldStartup supports the UN Sustainable Development Goals (United Nations,           
n.d.) and is a certified B-Corp, the focus of WorldStartup is still profit based. They are faced                 
with the issue that most of the non-Western business plans do not conform with its Western                
standards and investment criteria. 

WorldStartup is not very dedicated to the problem since their portfolio contains a lot of               
startups which are not related to the global South. However they are working on strengthening               
the partnership with local actors like Truvalu Group and Growth Africa, with this they aim for a                 
platform that is better positioned to support local entrepreneurs in the global South. There are               
other platforms similar to WorldStartup in the world, which makes it a relatively interchangeable              
organisation. This results in WorldStartup not necessarily being critical to the solution.  
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Actor: Dutch Coalition for Humanitarian Innovation (DCHI) 

DCHI is a coalition of governmental actors, knowledge institutes, academia, businesses and            
humanitarian organisations. The board of DCHI consists of six organisations: the Netherlands            
Red Cross, Care Nederland, UNICEF Netherlands, the municipality of The Hague, the Dutch             
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Dutch Ministry of Defence. The goal of the DCHI is to                 
increase the impact and reduce the costs of humanitarian action.  

DCHI joins the forces of the partners in their coalition to work on or invest in a project.                  
This mediating role gives DCHI an opportunity to organise large initiatives by combining the              
knowledge of for example NGOs with the funding provided by the government. For these              
initiatives, DCHI has a set of guiding principles which all partners related to the initiative follow.  

Being a coalition DCHI has a good position in the network of humanitarian aid, this               
creates a platform to implement change on a large scale. They have access to a lot of actors in the                    
field. The DCHI is critical to the problem, because of their network they are in a position to                  
implement a solution.  

Actor: Funds and banks 
Next to providing monetary services, funds and banks operate through extending loans and             
investing in lucrative businesses. Their investment goal is to maximize profit. Recent societal             
pressure, which in turn meant more governmental pressure, has shifted the investment mentality             
towards socially responsible investment (Lievense, 2020). Although this shift is in progress, the             
primary focus of banks remains pure revenue, high return rates and profit. A problem with funds                
and banks is that they are more likely to invest in proven organisations with a large history (Peter                  
Scheer). When donating banks set strict regulations and criteria about what happens with the              
money and around reporting, Max Vieille (Online interview, january 15, 2021) argues that these              
regulations should be more flexible.  

NGOs 

A NGO are non-governmental organisations. The term is generally restricted to social, cultural,             
legal and environmental advocacy. NGOs rely on funding coming from individual donors and             
private institutions. There are many types of NGOs with different goals and resources, some are               
for example agglomerations of private donors, others are implementers of aid themselves. This is              
why they can be categorised as donors or implementers. For the purpose of this analysis and                
based on interviews of actors in the field, the NGOs are split into three categories, large                
international NGOs, small international NGOs and local NGOs.  

Actor: Large International NGOs 

Large international NGOs are organisations like CARE and Save the Children. According to             
Martine Bergwerff these organisations have an immense budget and an extensive network within             
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the humanitarian aid branche. This vast network and funding means that change has a larger               
impact but at the same time is more difficult to implement (Max Vieille & John Choptiany). This                 
is the case because it affects a large number of employees, most of which are western based.                 
These organisations are also well established historically giving them advantage in the            
department of trust compared to local startups or local NGOs. Because of their size, big               
international NGOs fulfill many different roles, such as mediators, consultants and recruiters.  
This should prove to be beneficial even after the shift towards local humanitarian aid has been                
made, the role of the big international NGOs will change but not disappear (Martine Bergwerff               
& Stan Klinkenberg).  
 
Actor: Small International NGOs 

Smaller NGOs have less funds and connections and therefore less impact, but their size makes               
them faster to adapt and implement change. Additionally, they raise awareness concerning abuse             
and deficiencies in the humanitarian sector (Manji & O’Coill, 2002). The legitimacy of NGOs is               
sometimes questioned by the public because of the unstable and untransparent financial nature of              
an NGO. 

Actor: Local NGOs 

This type of NGO is characterised by their restricted or confined reach. They usually deal with                
very specific issues on a smaller scale. The main resources of this type of NGO are volunteers                 
with generally small facilities that provide aid. Local NGOs are critical actors in humanitarian              
aid as they often are the first responders in times of crisis, are known and trusted by the                  
community and supply the aid themselves (Barbelet, 2018). Especially on the issue of             
contextualisation they are crucial. Local NGOs do not have the capacity and capabilities to              
instantly scale up operations and cannot handle large amounts of money without the proper              
structure (Martine Bergwerff). 

Actor: Dutch Government - Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

Part of the portfolio of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is regulation of the Dutch humanitarian                
aid sector and division of the governmental humanitarian funds. The ministry creates new             
policies surrounding humanitarian aid and accepts/declines project proposals from companies          
who want to start projects for countries in need. Policies range from how a project has to be                  
executed and about what, to social norms, ethics, funding etc. 

The Dutch ministry of Foreign Affairs recently made new policies where a focus point              
was helping and developing local communities through Dutch NGOs. The policies state an aim              
to reach 25% of a programs budget to be used for humanitarian aid through local partners                
(Nederlandse Overheid, 2020).  

The Dutch ministry of Foreign Affairs has an incentive to change the status quo, so that                
in the long run developing countries become less reliable on the support of international agencies               
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as themselves. Even though this promotion of self sustainability seems to grow, the focus of the                
ministry remains providing impact driven aid through charity.  

Startups 

The raison d'être of startups in a broad sense comes down to the continuation of the existence of                  
the firm and sustainable growth. In the context of the problem, we can see that this usually                 
translates to socially responsible entrepreneurship. Or as lumen puts it: “The primary purpose of              
a business is to maximize profits for its owners or stakeholders while maintaining corporate              
social responsibility.” (Lumen, n.d.) Startups, in general, are under constant pressure to perform,             
make profit, get investors and to grow. This forms a foundation in which, especially in the early                 
stages of a new company, revenue is the leading guiding principle. This has the effect that                
startups are inclined to exaggerate their positive results and pay less attention to negatives,              
hereby harming their impact assessment (Guus Paardekooper and Max Vieille). Recently, and            
largely in response to rising costs and stakeholder concerns, startups have begun to pay              
increasing attention to issues of sustainability and corporate social responsibility (Miles, Munilla            
& Darroch, 2008). This dilemma between early profitability and corporate responsibility has            
especially plagued the humanitarian startups (Urban Institute, 2018). According to Max Vieille            
the traditional humanitarian grant systems are not fit for startups, making it nearly impossible for               
them to receive funding that way.  

Actor: Western startups 

Western startups in the humanitarian sector run into a couple of problems. According to Peter               
Scheer, Western startups do not have a chance at winning tenders when established NGOs also               
participate, because they have proven themselves, denying startups a chance to do the same.              
Western startups have more capacity and funding available (John Choptiany), but they have a              
harder time connecting with their audience (Guus Paardekooper). ErgoWestern startups bring           
mostly knowledge, manpower and sometimes startup capital. Western startups are non-critical           
since other similar but local startups might be able to fulfill the same role. Due to the fact that                   
their existence is linked to a specific project they are considered to be entirely dedicated.  

While involving western startups in the economy of southern countries would have its             
benefits, the differences of language, culture and background would make rise to a multitude of               
problems. While using startups managed by locals, with similar backgrounds to the native             
population, would circumvent these problems. (Martine Bergwerff) 

Actor: Non-Western startups 

Non-Western startups share their main objective with their Western counterparts (i.e. the            
continuation of the existence of the firm and sustainable growth). A notable difference being that               
these startups also function as the main way to provide for their family in combination with the                 
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lack of social security which most Western governments supply.  
While non-Western startups also struggle with the dilemma between early profitability           

and sustainability (Urban Institute, 2018). Research also supports the notion that corporate social             
responsibility remains a highly contentious idea in industrialised society. It does not reflect the              
way startups operate in developing countries given the different context, cultural traditions,            
market setting, ineffective legal regulatory frameworks, lack of institutional safeguards, low           
levels of economic development and public awareness (Miles et al., 2008). Though the business              
community2 of these countries strive to address these fundamental issues, they often feel like              
they are being excluded from the process (Max Vieille). 

Resource-wise they also have manpower and contextual based information, but usually           
lack startup capital and proper reporting (Max Vieille). But giving direct monetary support             
towards these startups does not solve the problem either, it would have to be in a structured and                  
well controlled way (John Choptiany), since it might be hard to find trustable partners (Guus               
Paardekooper). They are critical since the goal of self sustainability is unthinkable without             
non-Western startups.  

Actor: Commercial humanitarian mediators 

There are some Western companies which specialise in managing humanitarian aid projects, i.e.             
consultancy firms that focus on project management, budget care and finding the appropriate             
people to dispatch to the foreign communities. Governmental aid (including the European            
Commission and the Dutch ministry of Foreign Affairs) is partially outsourced to these external              
parties. Their objective is to make profit on their projects, often in the form of a management fee.                  
Their local connections and solid resources tend to yield good results in terms of aid providing.                
Furthermore, as their financial background is well constructed, they are better at quality             
assessment and staying within budgets (Polman, 2010).  

Actor: Local Government 

Local governments, in this case the foreign governments where the humanitarian aid is given to,               
have a big stake in the humanitarian aid sector. Changing the status quo of humanitarian aid,                
would mean that these national governments have more money, resources and decision making             
power, which would be a step towards self-sustainability and prosperity. Whilst crucial to the              
support of local self sustainability, in the past they have not always been able to fulfil this role,                  
the scarcity of funds being the primary contributor to this. Guus Paardekooper also argues that               
governmental institutions are often slow or sluggish and therefore less productive to work with.              
Recent studies also found speed an issue stating: It is easier to manage donor demands than the                 
slow and politically difficult task of building or improving domestic revenue collection (Moss et              
al., 2006, p. 11).  

Nowadays the focus is trying to get the governments more involved. Though there is still               
2 A collective of local businesses and entrepreneurs  
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restraint from donors, studies have shown that having national governments and NGOs with             
more capacity and decision making is imperative to self sustainability (Gingerich & Cohen,             
2015). The local governments are the first responders to crises, have high accountability to their               
people, better access and a better understanding of the locations and are more cost-effective.              
However, not all governments are equally effective. The nature of non-Western governments            
leaves them prone to problems like corruption, less expertise, less ethical decision making and              
sexism (Gingerich & Cohen, 2015). This is also why donors feel restraint in funding local               
governments.  

Actor: Local communities 

Local communities, meaning the foreign communities where the humanitarian aid is given to,             
would be affected by entrepreneurial activities taking place in and around their community             
(Alexander, 2008). They have interests in multiple fields. Their economic interests are            
employment, capital inflow and becoming attractive to other investors (Turner & Zolin, 2012).             
Furthermore, if business goes well, the infrastructure around the community could improve            
(Turner & Zolin, 2012). On an environmental level, they could be supported in protecting and               
maintaining their environment or even in repairing previously inflicted damage on the            
environment (Alexander, 2008). 

To begin with, communities want to be safe, so no threatening of their existence and a                
future perspective (Hvenegaard, 1994). This can be accomplished by becoming self-reliant and            
therefore the foundation of the local economy needs to be long-term and sustainable (Scheyvens,              
1999).  

Apart from the conflict, the self-reliance of a community is often obstructed by the lack               
of knowledge, like not having highly specialized employees or advanced technology (Trucano,            
2014). Secondly, they also often do not have the organizational structures in place to regulate               
resources (Alvarado, Iñiguez & Ponce, 2017). Thirdly, they do not always have proper access to               
other key players (Alvarado et al., 2017). Their network is often restricted, therefore accessing              
capital or other resources needed for business is difficult. 

3.3. Conclusion  

There are categorical differences between the objectives of the actors in the humanitarian aid              
sector. In the categorisation it can be seen that the goals of most gifts in kind and impact-driven                  
aid are shifting towards local sustainable development. This development is usually bound to             
Western neoclassical ideology through investors. Here the power struggle between the West and             
the global South is visible. Mediators are caught between these clashing principles and due to the                
scale of the operation change is impeded. Despite their Western roots and influence, non-profit              
mediators are in the prime position to facilitate change on a larger scale, because of their                
non-profit perspective, transparency and sustainability goals, they could be seen as more neutral             
in the system than their for-profit counterparts.  
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4. Problem Definition 

4.1. Introduction 
A key term in differentiating innovation from responsible innovation is in the integration of              
moral values. The humanitarian aid sector is under extra moral scrutiny, because of the moral               
values society projects on giving humanitarian aid, this is based on increasing public pressure              
combined with the do no harm principle that is intrinsic in the humanitarian aid sector. Therefore                
the pressure on what a good solution would look like is also under scrutiny. In this chapter the                  
problem will be further specified and demarcated. Subsequently the design requirements will be             
defined and justified. 

4.2. Problem description and demarcation 
The problem as described in the identification states that the contradictory objectives and views              
on humanitarian aid creates a structural power struggle between western investors and local             
communities. It is the struggle between heavily context dependent investments, financial           
sustainability and ethical responsibility. The problem analysis shows that there are categorical            
differences between the objectives of the actors in the humanitarian aid sector. It can be seen that                 
the goals of most gifts in kind and impact-driven aid are shifting towards local sustainable               
development. This development is usually bound to Western neoclassical ideology through           
investors. Considering the Western investors decide what to invest in, projects are often not              
working in the context of the target community. This mismatch in contextuality results in an               
inefficiency in delivering aid and harms sustainability of solutions.  

The problem owners are WorldStartup and DCHI, which should be taken into account             
when designing solutions. DCHI focuses solely on innovating humanitarian aid in the            
Netherlands. This gives opportunity to influence the consortium that the DCHI has built, mainly              
consisting of Dutch humanitarian aid providers. When startups are used in a solution             
WorldStartup has a lot of experience and a large network of startups and investors that can be                 
utilised.  

4.3. Design Goals and Requirements 
Based on moral values design requirements are specified, these requirements will be used to              
evaluate the success of the implemented solutions. Therefore the problem mostly calls for a              
change in structure surrounding innovation. The solution requirements will be framed as goals             
that solutions should strive towards. The developments of moral values in business has evolved              
into Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) (Gonzalez-Perez & Leonard, 2013). The          
requirements of CSR are defined by Campbell (Azmat & Samaratunge, 2009) as: 
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1. “the businesses must not do anything that could harm their stakeholders –notably, their             
investors, employees, customers, sup-pliers, or the local community within which they           
operate.’’ 

 
2. “if they do cause harm to their stakeholders, they must then rectify it whenever the harm                

is discovered and brought to their attention either voluntarily or in response to legal              
requirements or some sort of encouragement.’’ 

 
There are a few remarks to be made to these requirements, which can be taken into account when                  
the requirements of the problem will be established. First, there is no clear definition of what                
‘’harm’’ encompasses, ‘’harm’’ could be interpreted widely. Therefore, there is a risk of             
companies wrongly assessing their case and for governing bodies to be incapable of regulating              
companies that claim CSR. 

Secondly, these requirements are not really adjusted to an international humanitarian aid            
context, they just focus on case by case trends. There are general historical, environmental and               
socio-economic difficulties that severely complicate the execution of CSR (Azmat &           
Samaratunge, 2009), difficulties that are attempted to be improved in the humanitarian aid field.              
A company must be aware of its historical and socio-economic position in the grand scheme and                
its role, especially in international entrepreneurship. Nussbaum (1999) recites three problems           
that can occur in Western humanitarian aid with a neoclassical base. A) Is the argument from                
culture, there is a risk of imposing Western culture on the less dominant culture. B) the argument                 
of the good of diversity. ‘’Cultural norms have their own distinctive beauty; the world risks               
becoming impoverished as it becomes more homogeneous’’ (Nussbaum, 1999) C) Argument of            
paternalism; if we impose our own neoclassical values, we do not longer take into account               
people’s freedom as an agent; we decide what is right for them. 

 

4.3.1. Sustainability 

To be responsible, solutions should strive towards sustainability. This sustainability can be            
divided into three categories, environmental, economical and social sustainability. The global           
goals for sustainability were set by the United Nations General Assembly in the Sustainable              
Development Goals. These goals are intended to be a "blueprint to achieve a better and more                
sustainable future for all" (United Nations, n.d.). The goals are as follows: 

1. No poverty  
2. Zero hunger 
3. Good health and well-being 
4. Quality education 
5. Gender equality 
6. Clean water and sanitation 
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7. Affordable and clean energy 
8. Decent work and economic growth  
9. Industry, innovation and infrastructure  
10. Reduced inequalities  
11. Sustainable cities and communities  
12. Responsible consumption and production  
13. Climate action 
14. Life below water 
15. Life on land 
16. Peace, justice and strong institutions  
17. Partnerships for the goals 

The first part of sustainability is environmental sustainability. Because some of the stakeholders             
in the problem are companies and startups, some of the SDGs in this category are more                
applicable than others. The goal relevant to the problem and environmental sustainability is             
responsible consumption and production. Companies, startups and projects must strive to           
comply with targets set by the UN for responsible consumption.  

The second part is economical sustainability, which can be split in three of the SDGs; No                
poverty, Decent work and economic growth and Industry, innovation and infrastructure.           
Reducing poverty in the Global South is an important part of the problem, without poverty               
humanitarian aid from the Western countries would not be necessary. The target of the no               
poverty goal is to raise the base income and spending capability of the global population. Decent                
work and economic growth relates to poverty, but the important difference is the growth aspect.               
It relates more to the growth of an economy as a whole. Decent work also targets increasing job                  
opportunities for young people and equal pay. The third goal has as one of the targets “Increase                 
the access of small-scale industrial and other enterprises, in particular in developing countries,             
to financial services, including affordable credit, and their integration into value chains and             
markets” (United Nations, n.d.) which captures the essence of this goal. 

Social sustainability can be divided into Reduced inequalities and Peace, justice and            
strong institutions. Reduced inequalities can be seen as the crux of the problem, currently there is                
a large inequality between Western countries and Southern countries, which causes the need for              
improvements, every solution should contribute to diminishing this inequality. Peace, justice           
and strong institutions is also an essential goal because disturbing peace can only harm              
sustainability of possible solutions.  
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Figure 2: Division and definition of sustainability  

4.3.2. Inclusion 

Another value and goal solutions should strive towards is inclusion. Inclusion of the different              
actors and stakeholders is important to implement meaningful change. Inclusion will assist with             
the acceptance of solutions and therefore the implementation will go easier. Because if everyone              
is involved, they are more inclined to cooperate despite conflicting interests. 
 

4.3.3. Implementation costs 

An additional goal to take in consideration is the implementation costs for the solution. Because               
the drive towards efficiency is price based, the total amount of costs are especially relevant. The                
implementation costs are also closely correlated to eventual feasibility, which is also the next              
factor to be addressed. 

4.3.4. Feasibility  

The last goal is the feasibility of the solution, is it possible to implement in a certain period of                   
time and is there contact with the needed actors to do so? Factors to take into account are for                   
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example the level of change needed for the solution, is there only one actor that has to change its                   
workings the solution will be more feasible than if the complete network has to change.  
 
 

4.4. Conclusion 
The set requirements are based on the international standard for responsible innovation, the             
Sustainable Development Goals, and therefore adhere to the definition of Responsible           
Innovation. In the following chapter solutions will be designed and will be tested towards these               
goals of sustainability, inclusion, implementation costs and feasibility.  
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5. Solution Design 

5.1. Introduction 
The problem has many different aspects and many different approaches can be formed to solve 
(parts of) the problem. Firstly, a list of solutions is made, ranging from big ambitious ideas to 
smaller more singular solutions focussing on a single aspect of the problem. To rate the possible 
solutions, a systematic approach will be made, in the form of a multi criteria analysis (MCA). 
Using the design requirements from the problem definition plus extra criteria, the solution or 
solutions will be chosen that will be implemented.  

5.2. Overview possible solutions 
 
1. Implement an ethical framework (IEF) 

 
A solution could be to implement a new or existing ethical framework for humanitarian 
aid projects in the Global South. There are a plethora of options, each with their own 
focus points or context. They could be implemented on a national scale like the NAPA 
process or the frameworks The Institute of Development Studies provide (John 
Choptiany). Another option is to include guidelines with a focus on startups/businesses 
like was done in Uganda with the DRA innovation fund (Martine Bergwerff). Finally 
there is also the Humanitarian innovation guide which incompasses guidelines for 
startups that operate in the global south and offer a structured approach to 
implementation and scaling projects. It was made using grants from the European 
Commission to provide financial and technical support to emerging humanitarian 
innovations. It aims to translate their learnings and combine it with cross-sector findings 
into a practical, grounded guide for innovators working in humanitarian contexts 
(Humanitarian Innovation Fund, z.d.). Depending on the implementation scale the best 
fitting ethical framework can be chosen out of these options.  
 

2. Having a centralised fund for local NGOs or startups to lead projects. (FUND) 
A key issue remains stable funding. It is better to work as a partner. “because donor 
funding comes and goes’ (John Choptiany). The Response Innovation Lab has proven 
through their DRA innovation fund in Uganda that it is possible to get parties to come 
together and make things arise between startups, local organisations and international 
organisations. Creating a centralised fund, where local NGOs or startups can get funding 
for a project proposals could accelerate progress towards financial self-sustainability. The 
centralisation of the funds can help with expanding its reach and appeal. Accessing the 
fund should therefore be easier than finding international investors. This could also create 
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insight into the application of funds whilst simultaneously installing guidelines for 
responsible use. 

 
3. Training local entrepreneurs for the purpose of better financial management or 

structure (TLE) 
 
As poor financial management and lack of structure are two of the main reasons why 
there is less motivation for Western investors to collaborate with the global South, 
training could be beneficial. Training on these topics will both benefit the local 
entrepreneurs with better tools and the global North with more trust in local businesses. 

 
4. Return-rate subsidy (R-RS) 
 

A key issue from an investors perspective is the relatively high risk of startups in the                
Global South. Therefore making the investors reluctant to invest in these startups and             
impeding growth. A way to mitigate the risk is through artificially boosting the             
return-rate of investors. In the Netherlands there is a policy that when a certain number of                
investors and funds are acquired for a startup, the government doubles the investment             
(Rijksdienst voor Ondernemend Nederland, n.d.). By doubling the funds and adding an            
extra stakeholder in the matter risk further divided. Additionally when the company            
becomes profitable the government asks for a lower return-rate compared to the other             
investors. This leaves room to increase the return-rates of the other investors, thus             
enhancing their return rate on the investment. This increase comes at the cost of the               
return-rate of the governmental party hence it can be seen as a subsidy. A similar policy                
could be implemented in the Global South. 

 
5. Directs budget/assistance support of local governments. (BS) 
 

The provision of direct funding or assistance given to local governments by international 
governments/donors. Either by loosening legislation or scrapping current laws. (currently 
most of the funding/assistance is going through intermediaries in the form of western 
NGOs of companies). Complicating an already complex system of support provision. 
Cutting out the middleman, might ease this. Making sure the regulation and revision of 
the assistance stays proper, or even improves upon it. 
 

6. Set maximum number of western employees for startups/NGOs in the Global South 
(MP) 
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A maximum of Western employees will encourage the increase of employees of the 
Global South. This will improve the efficiency of the project, make the local community 
more involved with the project, improve inclusion and therefore take away harmful bias.  

7. Education of local people in western countries (ELW) 

Educating locals in Western countries will diminish the gap in education between 
Western actors and local actors. The knowledge and skills which are obtained during 
their study time, will be brought back to their country (Paardekooper, 2021).  

5.3. Evaluation possible solutions 
5.3.1. Multiple-criteria Analysis (MCA) 

Criteria 

To rate the solutions a multiple-criteria analysis is performed. The criteria which are used are               
based on the previous section and on the remaining design requirement, inclusion. All of the               
solutions are rated on a scale from 1 to 10 per criterion. The criteria are as follows: 

1. No poverty: Does a solution improve the base income of a country or community? 
2. Decent work and economic growth: Does the solution promote long term economic            

growth and improve job quality in countries or communities? 
3. Industry, innovation and infrastructure: Does the solution improve infrastructure and          

promote innovation? 
4. Reduced inequalities: Does the solution reduce inequalities on a social and economical            

level? 
5. Peace, justice and strong institutions: Does the solution improve peace and solidify            

institutions? 
6. Responsible consumption and production: Does the solution promote responsible         

consumption and production? 
7. Inclusion: To what extent does the solution include the stakeholders? 
8. Implementation costs: How much will it cost? 
9. Feasibility: How feasible is the solution? 
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Table 1: Rating of criteria.  

 

1. Implement an ethical framework (IEF) 

This solution is defined as the implementation of an existing ethical framework for humanitarian              
aid projects in the Global South. This can include guidelines for Dutch startups/businesses that              
operate in the global south but this can also function as well as guidelines for NGOs for projects                  
in the global south. The foundation of this framework will be based on the framework provided                
by Alice Obrecht (Obrecht, Warner & Dillon, 2017). Extra focus points to include in the               
framework are: utilization of local communities, the need for understanding local context,            
thorough evaluation, transparency and attention for difference in local legislation.  

On the first criterion this solution scores quite high. Based on the idea that after               
implementation this framework helps provide a platform for more sustainable humanitarian aid            
projects. This framework can also guide and support startups in navigating private projects in the               
global south. Both of these would intensifie and increase projects and therefore create more jobs               
for the local community. Alice Obrecht states that implementing such a framework that focuses              

 

Criterion 1. IEF 2. FUND 3. TLE 4. R-RS 5. BS 6. MP 7. ELW 

No poverty 7 6 6 8 6 2 3 

Decent work and 
economic growth 6 8 8 8 5 3 6 

Industry, 
innovation and 
infrastructure 6 7 7 8 4 1 5 

Reduced 
inequalities 6 6 6 6 6 8 4 

Peace, justice and 
strong 
institutions 5 3 3 4 4 7 4 

Responsible 
consumption and 
production 3 2 2 2 4 4 4 

Inclusion 8 5 5 4 2 4 3 

Implementation 
costs 5 3 6 4 3 7 5 

Feasibility 2 8 7 5 3 2 7 

Total 48 48 50 49 37 38 41 
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on the innovation process that seeks to develop and improve the innovation process as it unfolds                
can also support greater uptake by identifying and addressing weaknesses in how the innovating              
team engages with potential end users. Based on this logic and combined with presumed impact               
this will have on 1.1, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5A and 1.5B (United Nations, n.d.) of the UN sustainability                 
goals on eradicating poverty this part will score a 7/10 on no poverty. On the second criterion                 
this solution scores a (6/10) since the implemented framework works on the responsible             
innovation aspect of the humanitarian project process. The framework promotes long term            
impact and structural change and therefore decent and sustainable economic growth. The project             
intensification results not just in job creation but also in higher quality jobs. 

Implementation of said framework however is not a new idea, instead overcoming the             
challenges which come with the solution would have to be addressed. On the front of inequality                
CER would reduce economic inequality of the global south in respect to the west but would not                 
necessarily reduce local inequality. The subject of peace, justice and strong institutions is hard              
to predict. While more understanding and insight in the local context might help in collaboration               
with local governments and through this collaboration might strengthen the institutions, the exact             
impact is relatively uncertain.  

The criterion of inclusion focuses on having as many actors from the field of              
humanitarian and startup related sectors be included in the solution. This solution has a broad               
scope, from NGOs, to the private sector this framework seeks to support humanitarian related              
projects. because of this broad appeal, it includes a lot of the identified stakeholders.  

One more notable score is that on the feasibility criteria. The reason it scores as low                
(2/10) is because similar frameworks have been implemented all across both sectors, and were              
found to be quite ineffective. According to Martine Bergwerff most instances do not have the               
time to implement such a system, or at least will not make proper use of it. It often costs too                    
much time, which otherwise could be spent elsewhere.  

2. Having a centralised fund for local NGOs or startups to lead projects. (FUND) 

To have a centralized fund where local NGOs and startups can get funding from to start local                 
projects would have a beneficial effect for most criteria. Local projects can have a wide range of                 
action. From education, food and water development to crises. Many of these projects will              
generate jobs and improve on education and skill development. Providing economic growth for             
local communities. Changing the infrastructure and industry of local communities would be            
difficult for smaller local instances, these focal points would be left to the international actors. 

On the social front, having a fund for local projects would give most if not all of the                  
power and decision making it the hands of local companies and NGOs. Dislodging the current               
power imbalance the humanitarian sector faces. Allowing these local actors to run their own              
projects will show their potential and growth, which in turn generates trust from overseas actors. 

For the criterion of justice and peace, many of the local communities have very different               
values than the west. Finding less problems with sexism and violence for example, there might               
be a chance a local project would not include changing these views (Albertyn, 2009). The               
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solution does not promote responsible consumption and production either, especially when           
criteria to get funds have lower standards to promote to local businesses. 

Lastly, inclusion with all the actors of humanitarian aid would be relatively low. Though              
there is a small connection between the west and the south in the form of funding, the local                  
actors are lead players, while western actors play as a buddy in the background or do not play at                   
all. 

3. Training local entrepreneurs for the purpose of better financial management or 
structure (TLE) 
 
Training local entrepreneurs for the purpose of better financial management or structure would in              
the long term be beneficial for local communities. This solutions’ goal is gaining trust from               
western investors to stimulate investments in the Global South. This will at first stimulate              
economic growth, which will in turn raise the base spending capability of the community.              
However, this is a long term process, so the score for the no poverty category is lower.  

By training local entrepreneurs financial management the southern community can be           
seen as a more equal player on the financial market. The training itself does not directly                
contribute to improving peace or responsible consumption, this results in a lower score. 

Depending on the implementation of the training, many of the stakeholders can be             
included.  
 
4. Return-rate subsidy (R-RS) 
 
To mitigate investment risk the return-rate subsidy solution is a strategy that doubles this              
investment with a lower return rate,when a certain number of investors and funds are acquired.               
This leaves room for higher return rates of their investors, thus enhancing the return rate of the                 
investment. This could also be implemented in the global south. This means that on an economic                
level this could double the efforts that are already made by some private ventures. Not only this                 
but it promotes large scale investors and draws in new investments because of the enhanced               
return-rate. Based on this notion, the expectation is that this solution will score high on all three                 
economic imperatives of the UN sustainability goals. 

On the social front this goal would reduce economic inequality of the global south in               
respect to the west but would not necessarily reduce local inequality. Institutionally speaking this              
solution does not necessarily support peace and justice. Private ventures can support but also              
oppose local institutions meaning that this solution on its own does not contribute to peace,               
justice or strong institutions. The same goes for the responsible consumption and production. 

While this might unite private companies to collaborate, most of the institutions and             
NGOs are not incorporated thus limiting inclusion. The solution will also be expensive to              
implement for governments or NGOs doubling the investments.  
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5. Directs budget/assistance support of local governments. (BS) 

Currently direct support of local governments is very low. Most of the assistance to these groups                
comes from intermediaries, lowering efficiency as well as speed of the assistance. In a sector               
where both of these elements are important to the success of a project. By taking away the                 
middleman and directly supporting local governments, the overhead costs of these intermediaries            
would be pushed down. Gaining the local parties a net profit of assistance, used for their local                 
projects and own growth. Transparency of the used assistance would be crucial for the solution               
to work, since trust is an issue between the south and the west.  

This direct support might improve economic growth as well as poverty a bit, by              
increasing the net assistance of local actors. Besides economic growth there will also be              
somewhat more equality, since local actors gain more power and decision making, because their              
ruling intermediaries have been cut out, though they still have to answer to the givers of the                 
assistance. The overall quality of aid might take a hit, depending on how well local actors use                 
their newfound position, increasing risk of a negative impact on responsible consumption and             
peace projects. Making local governments take the lead in their projects would mean, little to no                
cooperation between the west and the south would occur.  

Feasibility for this solution is on the lower side. Mostly because working directly with              
government instances garners a lot of risk and difficult procedures. Especially in countries where              
governments might be less than trustworthy and willing to cooperate.  

6. Set maximum number of western employees for startups/NGOs in the Global South 
(MP) 
 
While limiting a maximum of western employees has a positive effect on the power of the local                 
community its economic incentives are non existing. It could even backfire in terms of              
investments since the lack of trust in local management remains unaddressed.  

Of the flipside of this coin is the obvious shift in power dynamic. This benefits the local                 
community, reduces inequality between the global south and the west but also strengthens local              
institutions.  

While this shift in power dynamics transfers focus on the local community and through              
this more socially responsible consumption and production, it does translate into other            
sustainability goals. It is also not very feasible, because it is unclear which entity sets and                
governs the limit, when done at country level startups might avoid that country and globally the                
quota will contrast freedom of business which is important on the capitalistic market.  
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7. Education of local people in western countries (ELW) 
 
This solution would focus on creating more easily accessible exchange programs for local             
communities to study in the western educational system. Creating a flow where locals can come               
and get a higher level of education from the west would drastically improve their overall               
knowledge and skills. The impact of such a solution is difficult to measure, because it is difficult                 
to predict how an individual will undertake action. It might be possible for him/her to stay                
overseas, where there are more opportunities. This solution will only have an impact once              
educated locals return to their home country, bringing with them the knowledge and skill they               
learned. Transferring this knowledge would be key in upping the overall education of a local               
community. Better educated communities will bring in more economy, in the form of new              
businesses, startups and improved old ones.  

The solution therefore scores average in the economic criteria, while scoring lower on the              
social criterias. A reason this solution scores on the lower side is because of the big uncertainty.                 
According to Max Vieille, it is difficult to bring locals to the west, because they often want to                  
stay there and work on ‘hot’ projects which might bring in revenue, instead of focussing on                
garnering a higher education to bring back. Instead investing in training/education locally, and             
giving them access to it would prove to be more impactful and beneficial.  

Normalisation and weight 

The numbers found in Table 1 were further normalised in order to create a better understanding                
of each solution's relative desirability. This normalisation takes place as follows:           
(grade-minimum per criterion)/(maximum per criterion - minimum per criterion). This results in            
a grade between zero and one, the results of the normalisation can be seen in Table 2.  

Some of the criteria are more important to certain stakeholders and it is important to take                
this into account. The problem owners and one of the interviewees rated each criterion on a scale                 
from 1 to 10, for which the results can be found in Appendix C. These weights along with a                   
weight from the group based on research were averaged and can be found in the weights column                 
of Table 2.  

The final row of Table 2 shows the weighted sum of the normalised grades, the higher the                 
score the more suitable the solution.  
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Table 2: Normalised rating. 

 

  

 

Criterion Weights 1. IEF 2. FUND 3. TLE 4. R-RS 5. BS 6. MP 7. ELW 

No poverty 5 0.066 0.053 0.053 0.079 0.053 0.000 0.013 

Decent work 
and economic 
growth 8 0.076 0.126 0.126 0.126 0.051 0.000 0.076 

Industry, 
innovation 
and 
infrastructure 7 0.079 0.095 0.095 0.111 0.047 0.000 0.063 

Reduced 
inequalities 9 0.071 0.071 0.071 0.071 0.071 0.142 0.000 

Peace, justice 
and strong 
institutions 5.5 0.043 0.000 0.000 0.022 0.022 0.087 0.022 

Responsible 
consumption 
and 
production 8 0.063 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.126 0.126 0.126 

Inclusion 8 0.126 0.063 0.063 0.042 0.000 0.042 0.021 

Implementatio
n costs 5.5 0.043 0.000 0.065 0.022 0.000 0.087 0.043 

Feasibility 7.25 0.000 0.115 0.096 0.057 0.019 0.000 0.096 

Weighted sum 63.25 0.57 0.52 0.57 0.53 0.39 0.48 0.46 
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5.4. Results 
Table 2 shows that there are four solutions which score better than the rest, but there is no clear 
single victor. Since it is a broad and complicated problem, it was expected that a single solution 
would not encompass a complete solution to the problem. Because these four solutions that came 
out have a significant margin, the choice is made to combine all four solutions: 

1. Implement an ethical framework 
2. Having a centralised fund for local NGOs or startups to lead projects 
3. Return-rate subsidy 
4. Training local entrepreneurs for the purpose of better financial management or structure 

 
The utilized MCA is based on the design requirements, this ensures that the chosen solutions will 
realise the design requirements. How the solutions are combined into one will be discussed in the 
following chapter.   
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6. Implementation plan 

6.1. Introduction 
In the previous chapter three solutions were rated as the best, an ethical framework, return-rate               
subsidy and training of local actors. One of our stakeholders is WorldStartup, so it is chosen to                 
specify the implementation of the solutions to startups, especially local startups. The system             
below was created using aspects from all three solutions. First the concept is elaborated on and                
afterwards the possibilities of piloting and growth will be discussed.  

 

6.2. The concept 
Our proposed solution is to create a fund on a national level, based on the knowledge previously                 
acquired and discussed in chapter 5; that there is no one-size-fits-all solution to this problem               
(Max Vieille). This fund will consist of investments made by investors from all over the world                
and will be used to finance local startups. The fund will be supervised by an independent                
governing body that determines which startups qualify for an investment in their business.             
Considering the fund is a single entity, this centralisation creates a more simplistic overview for               
funds acquisition thus making it easier for startups to know where to go to make their business                 
proposal. To qualify startups they will have to adhere to a set of requirements. As with normal                 
investing when the startups start to turn a profit this will benefit the fund and thereby the                 
investors. By using a return-rate subsidy for initial investment the investment risk will be lower               
and more attractive to investors.  
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6.3. Key elements 
6.3.1. Investors 

Investors 
Investment into the fund works through the return-rate subsidy principle, creating two types of              
investors.  
 

1) Investors  
Businesses, corporations or individuals who take interest in the initiative and therefore            
invest money into the fund. There are a few advantages to investing this way for               
investors.  

- A specialised governing body will look for the greatest profit whilst ensuring            
humanitarian impact, taking this responsibility away from investors.  

- Due to the return-rate subsidy structure the risk of investment will be lowered.  
 

2) Government/NGOs 
Governments or humanitarian NGOs that primarily want to invest, but do not necessarily             
want to turn a profit are an important part of the initiative. By investing in the fund and                  
therefore spreading the risk and creating a higher profit margin for the other investors.              
This subsequently promotes economic growth in the target country. As long as the fund is               
turning a profit, no losses or earnings are incurred by the governments or NGOs.  

 
 

6.3.2. Governing body  

The most important part is finding a group of experts to govern the fund. This group should                 
consist of experts from a variety of sectors, such as humanitarian, business, startup, and              
government. To understand the contextuality of the problems startups are trying to solve the              
governing body must have national experts. From interviews it was concluded that a lot of               
knowledge is currently in the western countries, so for the pilot it is important to also include this                  
knowledge by having representatives from international NGOs or western governments. The           
exact group composition will vary widely between different countries and thus needs to be              
carefully considered after deciding the pilot country. 
 
To summarize: The fund itself will have to be governed by a group of independent, dedicated                
specialists, both in the field of startups/business and the humanitarian sector. This group might              
consist of representatives from local and international NGOs and startups/corporations,          
government individuals and other experts.  
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6.3.3. Requirements business proposals 

The governing body will check business proposals and determine if the requirements are met              
before funding is approved. They will also keep contact to ensure funds are not being misused.                
The requirements are not solely focused on the business aspect of a startup, but also on the                 
humanitarian side, making sure no ethical boundaries are overstepped. Following you will find             
subjects that need to be included in the requirements, but they will have to be agreed upon by the                   
governing body when establishing the fund.  

- Local 
- Should strive towards SDGs 
- Humanitarian Innovation Guide 
- Must participate in training 

Local 
A key aspect of the problem was the issue of contextualisation. By making sure the proposed                
venture is locally based it can contribute to a more context tailored solution. Because the word                
local has no clear definition (Barbelet, 2018), the governing body, (made up of independent              
dedicated specialists) will act as the deciding party on assessing if this requirement has been met.  
 

Striving towards Sustainable Development Goals 
As earlier addressed in chapter 4 a key term in differentiating innovation from responsible              
innovation is in the integration of moral values. In this chapter to assert possible solutions,               
criteria were made mostly based on the SDGs. Through the integration of these values into the                
requirements a clear aim and aspiration for new business proposals is established.  

Humanitarian Innovation Guide 

To make sure the business proposal is not just ethically sound or responsible but also efficient                
and structured, there needs to be a framework in place. Like mentioned in Chapter 5 here are a                  
plethora of options, each with their own focus points, context and scale. The main contenders               
were; the NAPA process, the frameworks that the Institute of Development Studies provides             
(John Choptiany) and the Humanitarian innovation guide. The idea of a framework is not new,               
the usage and spread of the frameworks is sporadic and therefore less effective. Martine              
Bergwerff explains by giving an example by saying: “A few years ago a complete guide was                
written on humanitarian innovation, with precisely how a project should be conducted, with             
requirements, expectations and inclusion of interests. A small group uses that, but it is very hard                
to scale these guides''. These issues of scaling and feasibility were also addressed by Max Vieille.                
Therefore the exact implementation is key to scaling  and therefore its possible success.  
First of all instead of making just an ethical framework it is important to have values integrated                 
into a project, so that its not just some rules to adhere to but actually providing support for the                   
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development of a project. The Humanitarian Innovation Guide was written with two audiences             
in mind: humanitarian practitioners who are seeking to develop a new approach to their work and                
want to apply an innovation lens to solving problems; and social entrepreneurs from outside the               
sector who have identified an opportunity to engage with the sector and need a humanitarian               
framework to contextualise their innovation plans(Humanitarian Innovation Fund, z.d.). 

Therefore the Humanitarian Innovation Guide is the most suitable and tailored to this             
context. This guide instead of just providing an extra administrative burden would structure and              
guide progress of starting businesses. It would provide a clear path forward and smooth the road                
ahead instead adding hurdles. The scaling of the framework could be achieved by making the use                
of the guide mandatory to new business propositions. 

Training 

An important part of being able to grow as a startup is the ability to acquire knowledge. To give                   
a startup the best chance of success training should accompany the investments from the fund.               
This training of local startups can be seen as a requirement for an investment and could cover a                  
wide variety of subjects such as financial, social or technical training. Depending on the subject,               
training can be done by different actors associated with the fund. Training in more ethical and                
humanitarian subjects could for example come from international or local NGOs and business             
training could be provided by established startups or larger businesses. Investing training along             
with funds is important, because as Bhatt and Tang (2001, p. 329) state: The importance of                
providing poor entrepreneurs with market and business development services like training. This            
point has also been stressed by Dichter (1996 p. 262), who argues that “without other inputs                
than credit, a great many microloan recipients have enormous difficulty making productive use             
of  these small loans''.  
 
Some focus points of training should be (Keulder & Benz, 2011): 

● Budget control.  
● Regulation and restriction of expenditures 
● Documentation and transparency 
● Communication and consent with/from donors/investors. 
● Structural finance reports  
● Taking financial responsibility 

6.4. Pilot  
Interviews have shown that for every innovation in the humanitarian field it is important to have                
a proof of concept before scaling, as one of the issues identified are the unforeseen problems that                 
rise up during real-life execution. A proven concept will help finding the investors needed to               
scale up the solution. Piloting this system is of importance to the eventual broader              
implementation (Max Vieille). 
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With a wide variety of factors like investment climate, entrepreneurial cultivation and            
financial infrastructure, the choice of country is crucial to the eventual success of the pilot. There                
are a few factors a pilot country should adhere to, to reduce the risk for investors. The existing                  
infrastructure of businesses and startups, educational attainment, the state of the country’s            
government and market and its international relations are determining factors in selecting the             
pilot country. When looking at these requirements countries like Uganda, Kenya or Ghana are              
preferred (Startup Universal, 2020). 

When a pilot country has been selected, a group of investors has to be found. Because it                 
is a relatively new concept, these investors must be willing to fund a new project with relatively                 
high risks. The link between the startup sector and the humanitarian sector will provide a sense                
of goodwill and legitimacy, thus boosting the image of the project. Subsequently, this can be               
used to convince more investors. The details about return rates and profit division must be clear                
beforehand and openly disclosed to investors to ensure transparency. Because of their position in              
the network, as shown in the stakeholder analysis, WorldStartup could play a key role in               
connecting investors to the fund.  

As for the role of governments and NGOs in the fund; they would invest a no-interest                
loan, their eventual return would be similar to their investment. It is a possibility however, that                
when too many startups fail, the investment will not be returned. When governments and NGOs               
donate; they do not expect the funds to return. This also means that it would create extra                 
opportunities to invest again when the money does return. The investments from governments             
and NGOs will be crucial in a pilot to lower the risk for initial business investors. According to                  
the stakeholder analysis DCHI is in the best position to contact these NGOs and governments to                
participate in the project.  

Lastly the implementation of training could be facilitated through companies like SkillEd            
or the Humanitarian Leadership Academy. It is important that the training suits subjects where              
education might have fallen short in the pilot country, so it will be up to the governing body to                   
decide which training is best suited.  

6.5. When is it successful? 
After a certain period it should be evaluated if the pilot was successful. This evaluation can be                 
difficult because success is a complicated metric to use in a humanitarian aid innovation.              
Therefore a conclusion must be made on a combination of different factors. The first measurable               
factor is the increase of startups in the pilot country. The increase can also be compared to                 
regular growth or neighboring countries. Another purely quantitative metric is the financial gain             
when the startups are successful since the investors should then see their stock grow and start to                 
make a return on their investment. Another key factor is self-sustainability, the solution should              
eventually make external donation absolute, meaning that in the long term the return should be               
competitive enough to make it commercially attractive for private investors for the fund,             
subsequently making it possible for to decrease the no-profit investments from governments and             
NGOs. Training could also become self-sustainable because of a higher knowledge base that is              
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created in the pilot country, successful startups could do the training for new startups hereby               
slowly eliminating the need for outside education.  

Next to the pure quantitative factors there is also the idea of qualitative measure of               
success. This can be especially strenuous since; You can’t treat an innovation project the same               
that you would treat a regular aid program. Regular aid is proven and proven approaches don't                
need to generate evidence to justify their design, but innovations do. When doing something new               
all of the effects have to be documented (Max Vieille). 

Impact assessment has always been difficult to implement as startups themself are biased             
towards self promotion. Nevertheless evaluation is a crucial step in the project pilot and is               
therefore included in the humanitarian innovation guide. The Response Innovation Lab also            
provides toolkits for data collection and evidence collection. Integration of this toolkit into the              
system could provide clarity on the impact of the startups(Response Innovation Lab, z.d.). 

6.6. Scaling 
Once the pilot has proven its success it can be translated to other countries. It might start to focus                   
on countries with less established markets, business structure and overseas connections. Creating            
the system in these countries would prove to be more difficult, but with a proof of concept in the                   
pilot, finding investors and interested people to work with should prove to be easier. The process                
will take longer, especially before it reaches countries where there is no good marketplace for               
startups or the government is less willing to cooperate.  

It is expected that in countries where the system has been adapted for a longer period of                 
time, the economic landscape will improve because of the growing rate of successful startups.              
Investors might increasingly come from national instances, contrasted to the high initial            
percentage of overseas investors. The fund itself might become unnecessary, because of the             
improvement in infrastructure around startups, making it easier to directly approach investors.  

The ultimate goal would be that the country would see an increase in their economic               
stability and be able to negotiate and trade better on the global market. This means that in                 
countries where the fund might be introduced later, investors might increasingly come from             
neighboring countries. The end goal would be to create an economic wave, where each and every                
country can rely on, trade with and invest in each other, growing the overall economic power of                 
the entire region. 
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7. Solution Evaluation 
7.1. Post-test evaluation 
For the solution design, the following four design requirements were listed: Sustainability,            
Inclusion, Implementation and Feasibility. After careful selection and analysis, the proposed           
solution was to set up an investment fund. The evaluation of the proposed solution will be                
discussed below briefly in terms of the design requirements: 

7.1.1. Sustainability 

As the backbone for our concept of sustainability the global goals for sustainability, set by the                
United Nations General Assembly in the Sustainable Development Goals, were used. Overall,            
sustainability was divided into three categories; environmental, economic and social          
sustainability.  

In the first place, the solution was regarded as passing on the grounds of environmental               
sustainability, because part of the eligibility of the startups for the fund is based on their volition                 
to pursue the SDG’s. Which would lead to them or at least encourage them to execute                
environmental sustainable entrepreneurship. At minimum it can be guaranteed that          
environmental sustainability will be part of their business plan and so to speak, therefore              
included in the start up’s DNA.  

Secondly, economic sustainability will be achieved by making use of the dynamics            
between investors and startups as opposed to the traditional dependency on NGOs. Startups             
intrinsically aim for a prolonged existence; it is not feasible to continuously execute short-term,              
low impact projects. Entrepreneurs want to do business and make money so their startups              
survive. Meanwhile, investors similarly are mainly interested in projects that will be            
economically profitable to them; they want to see a return on their investment. Whereas a project                
funded by a NGO, does not have to provide a return and therefore does not have to be                  
economically sustainable. A NGO-funded project can also negatively impact the local economy,            
by not having to meet any financial requirements and as a result enacting unequal competition. A                
start-up on the other hand becomes part of the local economy.  

Lastly, with regards to social sustainability, the economic improvement on a local level             
generated by the start-ups will generate capital that can be spent on reducing social inequalities.               
For example, money could be invested in education or healthcare. Local entrepreneurs being             
empowered also reduces inequality on a global scale, because it makes the Global South less               
dependent on the West. 
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7.1.2. Inclusion 

One of the problems detected was the dominant positioning of Western NGOs, which hindered              
cooperation between the local community and the West. The decision making was often done in               
the West, causing a disconnect and leaving the local people out. By including local startups this                
problem will be evaded, because the decision making power will be returned to the local people.                
They will be making their own business decisions and spending their own money. This will also                
close the gap with the local community, because the local startups will become part of the                
community itself. 

7.1.3. Implementation 

The requirement of implementation is linked to the costs of the project. The costs of the Funds                 
will have to be mainly covered by investors and the Dutch Government. It is aimed for that the                  
required return for the investors will result in attentive selection of startups, instead of just               
investing money in anything-that-goes or the project best at advertising instead of executing,             
which is sometimes the case with NGOs who do not necessarily have to take into account                
financial means. 

7.1.4. Feasibility 

The solution was carefully checked for feasibility. With this solution in particular, it is possible               
to implement it in the existing field of humanitarian aid. It makes use of components that are                 
already there. It is more a change of system and attitude than anything else and therefore                
regarded as highly feasible. Both our stakeholders, DCHI and WorldStartup agreed on the             
feasibility of this project. They found our project proposal very insightful and also a very good                
answer to the problem that was captured. 

7.2. Future projects 
For a future project a more close relationship with our stakeholders is preferred. The meetings               
were not on a constant basis. This resulted in a delay of contacting other stakeholders involved.                
Presumably it would have been possible to conduct more interviews if we would have had a                
longer time frame. It was also noted that our location in the West was part of the problem. Our                   
perspective is Western which undoubtedly brings its own biases. The project result could have              
been improved by conducting interviews with the local communities, since they rightfully are             
our main stakeholder. 

7.3. Scientific reflection 
On the subject of humanitarian aid there is plenty of scientific literature. A lot of research has                 
been done into the Global South and how to approach certain issues related to the Global South.                 
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Next to that there is a lot of literature about business models that might be relevant for startups                  
and NGOs when talking about training finance or setting guidelines. The overwhelming amount             
of literature made it sometimes hard to find the right sources and relevant information. When the                
research for more empirical data began, a survey was created. This survey was shared with our                
stakeholders and their network. Regrettably, there were no replies. Looking back, the survey             
should have been shared with more people in order to increase the possibility of replies. 
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8. Appendix 

8.1. Appendix A: Actor analysis overview  
 

 

Actor Category  Dedicated Critical  Objective Resources  

Dutch funds 
and banks 

Investor No No  Profitability  Money 

World bank Investor Yes No Financial self 
sustainability  

Money, legitimacy, 
position in network 

WorldStartu
p 

Investor No No Profitability  Knowledge, position in 
network 

Large 
international 
NGOs 

Implementer, 
Mediator 

Yes Yes  Impact/aid Money, knowledge, 
manpower, publicity, 
legitimacy 

Small 
international 
NGOs 

Donor or 
Implementer 

Yes No Impact/aid Money, knowledge, 
manpower 

Local NGOs Implementer Yes Yes Impact/aid Manpower, position in 
network, information 

Dutch 
Ministry of 
Foreign 
Affairs 

Donor No Yes Impact/aid Money, authority, 
knowledge, legitimacy 

Western 
startups 

Implementer Yes No Profitability  Knowledge, manpower 

Non-Wester
n startups 

Implementer Yes Yes Financial self 
sustainability  

Information, manpower 

Commercial 
humanitarian 
mediators 

Mediator Yes Yes Profitability  Knowledge, position in 
the network, 
organisation 

Local 
governments 

Implementer 
or receiver of 
aid 

Yes Yes Financial self 
sustainability  

Authority, money, 
position in network 
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Local 
communities 

Receiver of 
aid 

No Yes Financial self 
sustainability  

Manpower, information 

DCHI Mediator Yes Yes Impact/aid Organisation, 
legitimacy, position in 
the network, 
knowledge 
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8.2. Appendix B: Problem Owner Meetings 
8.2.1. Problem owner meeting (DCHI) - September 4, 2020 

- Why the humanitarian must be innovated: the system can be bureaucratic and ineffective.  
- Where does the humanitarian sector ‘come from’? The providing of food, shelter & water              

after crises. 
- The newer issues in the humanitarian sector: 

- Willingness of private sectors to engage in humanitarian aid 
- International development being increasingly linked with Development       

Cooperation 
- Technological developments 
- The changing nature of crises has made ‘gift-in-kind’ aid inefficient to solve root             

causes 
- The Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs called for a more innovative approach. The DCHI              

was set up, with the aim of creating more impact through innovating with public and               
private partners, but with less costs. 

- Goals: Connect, Create, Collaborate 
- It is explained that the way of ‘finding’ new partners is that the partners come to them to                  

be part of the coalition. 
- DCHI’s relation to WorldStartup is that they work as a networking agent or mediator. 
- Examples of workshops that they give are on the topics of problem articulation and              

challenge briefs. 
- The biggest problems between the Global North and the Global South 

- The assumption that the solution here also works there 
- Language trouble 
- Lacking contextual awareness 
- Transparency trouble 
- Solution: Innovation 

- Innovation is both something in itself, and a method 
- Problem: Humanitarian aid from the global North is not fitting for the global South 

8.2.2. Problem owner meeting (WorldStartup) - September 7, 2020   
 

Is there a possibility for people in the Global South to start up their own company? 

We do not really have a foot on the ground in other countries, but last time we did invest in a                     
world-start up branch in Nairobi. We learned that if we want to do that, we need to team up with                    
local entrepreneurs. 
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A lot of the people who start up there already belong to high-class society in the country and then                   
work with companies in the west. I prefer for example the story of a local farmer (kenia, herdy                  
fresh) who then started a startup to sell products on the internet. 

What should we focus on? 

It is already interesting that we are talking about this topic together. This coalition of               
humanitarian innovation, their viewpoint is from the NGO sector. They are very used working              
the way they always did. Now they are moving more towards what they call a “blinded finance”                 
solution. So they not only give grants, but also want to invest in companies. That is revolving, so                  
they can invest again, when it is a success. Then we come from the other end of the continuum.                   
We are entrepreneurs that want to be meaningful, with a business model catered to solving a                
societal challenge, but on the other side also building a successful challenge. We want to get                
insides that we ideally can turn into tools, or methods or approaches that founders can use, to not                  
step in a pitfall that others have made. Or that they are more well-informed, more conscious                
about, what we are talking about. Projects often possess a kind- of blind enthusiasm and it also is                  
then wasted energy of the people, so if you can help them knowing that better, that would be our                   
job. 

Do you have cases that it did go wrong? 

I can maybe make a list of companies, after this call, that we have worked with, that you can                   
look into. We can make a list of about 10 startups that have lessons on this project. 

Ksenia: Do those startups find you? How is that relationship? 

That is two-ways: we look at one end of the pipe with the plans that are shaped by the problems                    
that we see or that our partners see. We for example look for startups that have an advanced                  
agriculture solution. But we have also open-calls, where the startup can find us online and put the                 
spotlight on themselves, applying for a program by us. Most quality comes from our own active                
scouting, because you have a lot of people that just seek money or they do not match with what                   
you are looking for or they have a wrong idea. That’s of course just an opinion, but then we think                    
they are not working on the right concept. 

Ksenia: what do funders expect? 

You can look at our websites, there you can see “opportunities” at our criteria. Impact               
investment is growing very fast, however there is not a standardised language, when it is only                
about profitability. So it can be difficult to assess a company that is next to making profit, and is                   
solving a societal challenge. And when you are an impact investor, you want to value both and                 
that is so difficult. So we also, with some other initiatives, try to make that more standardised or                  
create a standardised set of criteria or pass marks. We often see the more traditional investment                
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managers working in the impact space and they work for the well-known/ established financial              
diligence that look for a potential financial impact. 

How do you define the societal impact it has? 

That is something we struggle with, because startups are so small and you can not really measure                 
the impact. 

8.2.3. Problem owner meeting - October 10, 2020 

What would you define as humanitarian aid? 
- Senior: The official definition of humanitarian aid is about emergency relief. Though the 

definition is seeing a shift in recent years, where gifts in kind are being reprimanded and 
more focus is put on sustainable aid. 
 

We thereafter have decided to define humanitarian aid, more in the sense of relief AND 
development aid. 
 
We are finding some major problems with the big difference between the two stakeholders,              
how and where would your respective company overlap with each other on humanitarian             
aid? 

- Koper: worldStartup would focus more on job creation and business in countries in need. 
This would create resilience and development in its own right. The overlapping would be 
in the same countries, using different methods to achieve similar goals. While businesses 
have a difficult time reaching and getting investors to work with them, NGOs have a lot 
of these contacts. Getting businesses and NGOs in contact would benefit them both. 
NGOs could learn a more business-like approach towards aid. Where a business strives to 
make money and grow together with a developing country and so does their aid, NGOs 
are used as resources, having a hard time establishing growth. 

- Senior: It’s true that NGOs often lack a business model, talking about it scares them. A 
lot of NGOs are trusted in old ways of aid and find it hard to step out of their comfort 
zone. The creation of sustainable bookkeeping is difficult, many aspects and actors are 
involved, and there are entire books of regulations and restrictions. 
 

What is your business model (WorldStartup)? 
- Koper: We try to cover only basic costs. We try to work together with startups where we 

truly believe in and are involved with. Since the risks are high and only around 10% of 
companies can be said to be successful, and with these 10% of revenue, the expenses of 
the other 90% have to be covered. 
 

How would you measure impact on a problem of this scale? 
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- Senior: Measuring impact becomes very difficult on this scale. Since the problem exists 
in many different forms and overlaps with many different sectors, from health, to sexism 
to agriculture. Measuring impact is too contextual, to have any clear mapping. It might be 
an idea to have a framework which is able to measure impact. 
 

Problems of trust between the West and the South is one of the key problems, how would                 
you look at this and maybe find a way to solve it? 

- Koper: Fear to invest is definitely a problem, the risks are too high and the responsibility 
to bear is great. It is very hard to justify the investment into high risk companies, making 
growth in these countries slower and thereby slowing down investments even more. And 
a solution with the foundation of the private sector and NGOs generates a culture clash 
between the different sectors. Let alone between them and the southern companies. 

- Senior: A hurdle that has to be overcome is the amount of intermediaries. Money and 
assistance goes via-via, making the waters muddy and difficult to navigate. This of 
course lowers trust between the west and the south. The term of innovation is becoming a 
buzzword, which focuses more and more on local impact, where local leaders have more 
decision power and show a responsibility to gain and grow the trust between the two 
worlds.  

 

8.2.4. Problem owner meeting - November 4, 2020 

After briefly discussing the US elections the list of solutions presented in the solution design was 
discussed. Following are the reactions of the problem owners to the possible solutions 
(interpreted and translated from Dutch). 
 
Solution 1: Creating an Ethical Framework 

- Senior: Good that a strong reference is used. In the field of humanitarian aid there already 
exist a lot of good ethical frameworks. It will be good to keep in mind how you will 
present it so that it is not just another ethical framework. 

- Koper: It sounds very conceptual, how can you make it more operational for the target 
group that has to use it? What makes it specific?  

- Senior: I understand that it does well in the analysis, also very nice to see that the analysis 
is done according to the Sustainable Development Goals. It might be an idea to for 
example make it specific for startups and not another ethical framework for NGOs. Take 
a look at what already exists.  

- Koper: Maybe pick a specific actor who you create the framework for. It could also be an 
option to take a look at the diversity inside for example the investors.  

Solution 2: Fund 
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- Senior: I understand why you haven’t chosen this for your implementation, there are a lot 
of problems that go along with this.  

Solution 3: Training local entrepreneurs 
- Senior: Sounds good, but I cannot really relate to it. It could become clearer with a more 

elaborate description. 
- Koper: It is a good solution, when you look at the current programs they are mostly 

organised by NGOs, but companies might not find the people they would like to be 
trained by at NGOs. Take a look at peer-to-peer learning and involvement of local heroes 
. It isn’t unique, but can be implemented to be different and better. 

- Senior: You should keep in mind that when we say here “do it like this” that it might not 
be the best way and it could be better to have people from the global south explain their 
story here. We should get rid of the one-way system.  

Solution 4: Return-rate Subsidy 
- Koper: Interesting, but you should explain better what you mean by it. It also should be 

noted that there should be a way to measure impact and success, so it might work well in 
combination with an ethical framework, but not necessarily on its own. It needs a clear 
implementation  

- Senior: Success of this solution indeed rests on the combination of solutions you choose.  
Solution 5: Direct budget/assistance 

- Koper: It could help to develop skills and train policy knowledge. When aimed at 
governments it could help a lot.  

- Senior: It depends on which country and which situation. There is a big difference 
between local governance and local government, keep this in mind.  

Solution 6: Quotum on Western Employees 
- Koper: Quotas are difficult, as an entrepreneur you want as much autonomy as possible.  
- Senior: The money is here, so people from here are needed. I don’t know what the impact 

could be.  
Solution 7: Interaction Training  

- Senior: It is logical to argue that it would be unnecessary to invest more into the West, 
and I understand that this solution didn’t make the cut, but it is important that it is 
mentioned. The incentive is good and it is feasible to implement.  

 
Next sadly Mathijs Koper had to leave, but the three solutions that were best rated in the MCA 
were further discussed with Lotte Senior.  
 
Three best points:  

- Senior: I understand that these are ranked as the best solutions, and I agree. From my 
own viewpoint I would always be for an ethical framework, but I can imagine Mathijs 
thinks differently. For the ethical framework you will need to be more specific, it really 
depends on the focus, there are frameworks ranging from quota to language and the 
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ethics depend very much on the project. An ethical framework is really a moral guidance 
tool about how you approach things. The word ethical might be misleading, something 
like guidelines might be clearer. While there are a lot of frameworks, there is not one for 
innovations in humanitarian aid, but your focus seems to be more on guidelines and it 
would be wise to keep it that way.  

 
Lastly a few questions were asked.  
 
Does DCHI have contacts in the global south? 

- Senior: Sadly almost all of our contacts are dutch and the contacts in the global south are 
mostly field offices of dutch NGOs.  

 
Do you have any other feedback? 

- Senior: If you can it might be wise to give a unique spin to your report. You could 
explain why this is relevant now, with Covid and the Black Lives Matter movement and 
elaborate where the momentum comes from that this has to happen now. Everybody is 
now more inclined towards diversity and local capacity. It also might improve your 
motivations for solutions.   
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8.3. Appendix C: Criteria Weight 
 

 

8.4. Appendix D: Transcription of interviews 
The transcription of interviews will be attached in a separate file.  
 
List of interviews attached: 

1. John Choptiany - Farmbetter - 22/12/2020 
2. Stan Klinkenberg - Save the Children - 06/01/2021 
3. Guus Paardekooper - SkillEd - 06/01/2021 
4. Martine Bergwerff - Save the Children - 08/01/2021 
5. Peter Scheer - SEMiLLA Sanitation - 08/01/2021 
6. Max Vieille - Response Innovation Lab - 15/01/2021 

 

Criterion 
L. Senior M. Vieille M. Koper SPG-Group Average 

No poverty 5 3 6 6 5 

Decent work 
and economic 
growth 8 8 8 8 8 

Industry, 
innovation and 
infrastructure 7 8 6 7 7 

Reduced 
inequalities 9 10 8 9 9 

Peace, justice 
and strong 
institutions 5 5 6 6 5.5 

Responsible 
consumption 
and production 8 9 8 7 8 

Inclusion 9 10 6 7 8 

Implementation 
costs 6 6 6 4 5.5 

Feasibility 9 7 8 5 7.25 


